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Supervision for Growth: A Practitioner's Perspective

School faculties are a rich mix of personalities,

commitments, and expertise. Encouraging the faculty to tap into

this richness is the primary challenge of administrators in

general, and of those seeking to promote the moral developent

of the school community through staff development ac*ivitiet

The rest,:ach makes it clear that such a concern is beet

addressed by those vested partias with the greatest

responsibility for teaching and learning (Darling-Hammond,

1988; Liberman, 1986; Timer E. Kirp, 1988). Indeed, it is

becoming increasingly clear that the current wave of school

reform centers about school-based models of improvement in both

curriculum and staff development (Orlich,1989).

The concern for a school-based approach reflects and

extends the findings of the effective school movment in the

area of staff development (Gall E. Renchler, 1985; Lindelow E.

Heynderickx, 1988). Indeed, perhaps it is beet viewed as the

humaniziation of the effective school movement. One of the

major criticisms of the effective school movement is that it

fails to take into account the specific needs of the teachers

and students in an attempt to "control" school variables

(Linney E. Seidman, 1989). Central to the effective school

movemnt is a concern for the school climate or ethos. It would

*le unjust to avoid addressing the "moral" nature of this
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climate in an attempt to be "value free" in the school

community.

Indeed, once teachers and students come together for

schooling, and enter into discussion about the "stuff" of the

curriculum the moral dialogue has begun (Jackson, 1986). The

dialogue becomes both the content and process of the "moral

ecology" of the school (Bellah, et al. 1987).

When teachers ask questions of who, what, where or when,

they conclude the discussion with "why". If the' don't, their
f7

students do, albeit in another form: "why are we studying this,

for what purpose". At the heart of such questions is the moral

issue regarding the values inherent in any course of study. In

addition, there 13 the personal moral dimension implicit in

this dialogue: it is the central question of "learning how to

be oneself even while responding to the claims others make on

us" (Starrett, 1989, p.13).

It is in the midst of this dialogue that moral development

actually unfolds. Indeed, such an exchange is at the heart of

the movement towards moral development within the Kohlberg

perspective (1976). This dialogue must be carried out with a

sensitivity to the persons involved if the claims the claims of

critics of this approach, who seek to underscore the moral

growth of persons through care land compassion, are to be

adequately answered (Gilligan, 1981). Of course the "truth" of

moral development lies in the tension of both perspectives

(Schrag, 1989). By addressing the duel concerns of justice and

compassion the school community can more effectively move

closer to "truth" as embodied in the formal academic curriculum
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and the "hidden" curriuclum of social interaction within the

school setting.

The Administrator and Moral Development

It is the critical role of the Administrator to insure that

this dialogue occurs with a classroom environment and school

ethos which is both Just and caring, and that the teachers

involved are skilled in approaching the task of moral discourse

both in the classroom and the halls of the school.

This task is best accomplished through the duel approach

of a) supervising teachers based upon the conviction that as

adults they are responsibile for their own moral and

professional development, and that such development will occurr

in a variety of settings and involve varied pacing; and, b)

that programs of supervision for staff development must start

from the experience of teachers and students rather than

imposed from the outside.

Hence a successful program for staff development focused

on moral development will view teachers as growing adults who

will become more professional and successful as they air,:

provided with a work environment that demands choice, autonomy,

dialogue, and reflection (Glickman, 1985; Sprinthall,

Thies-Sprinthall, 1983). Such a working environment comes from

the close collaboration of the administrator, the teaching

staff, and the students. The programs described below move the

faculty closer to the ideal of a new professional culture

centered on student learning rather than the currrent models

focused upon faculty deficiency. While this model examines

policies within the schoolhouse walla, it does have the power



to effect policy changes outside of the insividual school since

it seeks to establish a richer urderstanding of the teaching

profession (Darling-Hammond, 1988).

Collaboration: A Case Study

A faculty workshop was organized around the theme of

developing new norms to enhance the professionaliztion of our

teaching staff by attending more responsibly to students'

needs.. The school is failrly large (N=750) with a varied

student body (30% minority; 24% economically disadvantaged).

This meeting was hold in the context of a school -wide

self-evaluation study. Elected class representatives from the

Student Government were invited to participate in the

discussion. Questions regarding the nature of the education

provided at our school were raised: what were teacher concerns

about students and the apparent lack of involvement of students

in their educational achievement; what impact did students'

needs and concerns have on instruction; and lastly, how would

we frame a response to the many issues raised in this workshop

which was open-ended and inclusive of all sectors of the school

community.

It became clear to the teachers that they cared very much

about the quality of the education they were responsibile for

managing. As other researchers have found, the dominant

motivation and source of reward for teachers centered about

promoting students' growth and development (McLaughlin, et

al.,1986).

After initial agreement about shared purapoaes, a rich

discussion unfolded with specific problems emerging which
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needed to be addressed by the faculty. Three dominant problem

areas emerged from discussion among teachers amd among teachers

and students together: a) students judged teachers to be too

harsh and punitive in the awarding of grades, simply

put--atudents perceived teachers to be "unfair"; b) that

instructional styles needed to be enhanced and expanded, and c)

the faculty endorsed the ideal of both short term and long term

responsibilities for professional development.

It should be made clear that all three issues were judged

to be important by both students and faculty and that both

groups agreed that there was a shared moral obligation to deal

with the injustices that were involved in these three areas of

concern. Indeed, students were pleased to see their teachers so

concerned about their welfare; in turn, teachers felt that

students "listened, really listened" to their frustrations

regarding students' failures to take greater responsibility for

their learning. I,:. was clear to the teachers that the

competence at stake in such discussions concerned not only

intellectual gains of students but also the development of

moral capacities of students in dealing with the obligations

involved in their assuming a greater role in their education.

As a result of this initial phase of reflection, teachers

felt the need for more information to evaluate and plan

activities to deal with these three central concerns. Building

upon the renults of action-orientated research for stafff

development (Boehnert E. Moore, 1985; Lieberman, 1986; Sparks,

88), the faculty took responsibility for studying each of the

three central needs. They reviewed research on grading and
c-I
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student evaluation, worked on material dealing with student

motivation, and dic=ussed their findings with students. The

supervisory role of the principal was one of "researcher and

staff facilitator". That ic, the pricnciapl lead workshops (on

themes of staff development, student motivation), supplied

resesarch literature for faculty to review, and worked with

teams of teachers to statistically evaluate some of their

questions.

Results student and teachers can live with

I. Grading and Evalaution: In discussion with student two

issues predominated, a) the perceived harshness in awarding

grades, and b) L perceived differential treatment of boys and

girls in class by "some teachers".

The first issue was explored by a statistical analysis of

over-all grading patterns within the school (Appendix A). The

data failed to reveal any significant differences in grades

between departments. Indeed, there appeared to be surprisingly

consistent pattrens over the course of three years worth of

grades.

After review of this data by students end teachers, the

discussion moved to a new level of understanding. What students

were most critical about was the way in which "class

participation" as a category of evaluation was being "misused"

by teachera (the student definition of "harshness"). It

appeared to students that many teachers did not a) give clear

feedback about what was desirable class behavior, b) did not

make it clear how they penalized students for such

inappropriate behavior, and c) how they factored class

6
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ptIrticipation into the final grade for the source.

After discussion of the issue it was decided by faculty and

students that they together would decide what were appropriate

classroom behaviors and that teachers should make clear a) how

a student was progressing in the class participation category,

and b) how a grade would be assigned to this achievement. Both

teachers and ctudentc adopted a generalized form for evaluatiilq

class participation (see Appendix B). The form is used on a

regular basis (normally once every 3 weeks). The implementation

of this form has been received well by all parties involved.

Students now feel that they have a say in what is expected of

them, and feel that they are now receiving adequate feedback on

their performance. There should be an improvement. in the

academic success rate of students for the future. (ace Appendix

t' since feedback is consistently correlated with school

achievement (Belmont, 1989).

Through this discussion both students and teachers have

come to realize that more than academic issues were raised.

Indeed, the concern for doing the "right thing" was raised by

both groups. To this degree, the discussions have moved the

school community closer t:, realizing that academic performance

and school effects have moral consequences (Good E. Weinstein,

1986).

A second and related issue to the use of grades was the

differential way in which teachers awarded grades. It was the

student perception that teachers were "easier on the girls than

the boys". This complaint was most strongly voiced by stude-Its

in the honors program. A statistical analysis of the grading



patterns of these students revealed that such a difference did

indeed exist (Appendix C). Teachers had to confront the

injustice revealed in the data. Upon review and reflection it

appeared that teachers were using grades to control boys'

behavior in the classroom. A series of workshops led by the

principal and teacher volunteers were initiated w.Lth an eye on

assisting teachers to develop more appropriate behavioral

interventions for dealing with student classroom management. At

this point in time, it appears that teachers have an increased

sense of their options for managing classroom disruptions, and

that they feel more in control of their teaching. While such

outcomes still need to be formally evaluated, they appear to be

consistent with the research on teacher efficacy (Berman &

McLaughlin, 1977; Brophy E. Good,1986).

II. Instructional Styles: Teachers were quick to highlight the

central difficulty in dealing with students: how to motivate

them. In part this appeared to involved varied teaching

strategies as well as attending to different motivational needs

of students. Again, the model frr dealing with this concern

followed the action-research guidelines of Liberman (1986) and

Sparks (1988). The initial phase was to have faculty read

significailt literature in the field of achievement motivation

(Ares E. Ames, 1984, 1985; Brophy, 1987) and to begin to apply

key ideas to strategies geared at motivating our students.

This has produced a series of "faculty forums" whereby

individual teachers or clusters of teachers from the same

department present to the faculty new teaching methods based

upon actual classroom use with our students. To demonstrate the

8
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"newness" of the information gained, teachers developed a quit

on motivation which they administered to their peers (Appendix

D). This exercise served to a) introduce the faculty to some

key concepts, b) illustrated the need to appreciate how

different students react to different classroom environments,

and c) fostered faculty support to work together on developing

a greater awareness to 4_,..e more responsive to the needs of

studenta. These faculty forums have produced far more

change on the part of teachers than would have been possible by

administrative dictates. The net result is a faculty more alert

to the ways in which their behavior impacts not only on student

learning but also on the ways they, individually and

collectively, can motivate students to assume greater

responsibility for their learning.

III. On-going Professional Development: As can be surmised from

the above discussion of faculty involvement in evaluating

serious questions dealing with their work, a new faculty

culture has emerged through such reflection. The majority of

the faculty are committed to examining their performance with

an eye on enhancing their skills and competency as

professional.

With support from the principal, the faculty developed a

series of professional activities designed to meet their needs

as growing professionals. It was apparent that many teachers

who possessed certification and a master's degree were not

about to take graduate courses to enhance their skills or

extend their knowledge base. Such courses did not meet their

specific classroom or professional needs. Professional

9
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i workshopn did not alwe.ya meet their specific needs in either

curriculum concerns or specific classroom akilla.

Aa a 1c:cult, the principal and teachers together forged a

program of Continuing Education Units (CEU'a). These units

would involve teacher initiated activities specifically

designed to satisfy a teacher or a group of teacher's classroom

needs (examples in Appendix D). The activities would meet

criteria for accountability (eg., teacher generated

obJectives/goals, involve a certain amount of time, the

production of results, and a sharing of results with the

faculty) and would receive an agreed upon number of CEU'e. Ac a

result of the collaborative effort in establishing the CEU

Program, the adminiztartion and teachers moved one step closer

to the ideal of a "community of leaders" described by Barth

(1988). These CEU1s would be accrued for the purposes of salary

increments in awarding teacher compensation.

In its first year of implementation, approximately 255c of

the teaching staff were involved in a variety of activities.

Moat teachers elected some for of collaborative activities.

The benefits were increased personal support among steachors

and an enhancement of teacher responsibility for the quality of

instruction offered students. Administrative support, both

personal and financial, cemented new perceptions about the

collegial commitments of all members of the school community to

enhance the growth of a professional teaching staff.

Conclusion

Supervision by the principal has been conceived of within

this praeaertation ac an obligation which seeks to promote both

10 i2



the individual and corporate moral growth of teaching staffs by

attending to issues of injustice as perceived by the school

community. It started with the field-based experience of the

teacher, was challenged by the Insights of research and the

larger scholarly community, and returned to the teacher for

internalization and action.

The leadership role of the principal was critical to

initiating and custaiLing this movement towards a new cultural

norm for professional development within the school community.

The quality of such leadership was important in both its own

right and as a critical underpinning of success in academic and

personal moral development by all members of the school

community.
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Art
Business
English
Health
History
Math
Mod.Lang.
Religion
Science

Annendix: A: Grading Patterns

School Achieveenc: First Semester Craue

Jan. '8b Jan. '8i Jan. '88

Mean Med SD Mean Med SD Mean Med SD

82 81 4 81 82 2 78 79 3

82 84 5 84 85 4.7 82 82 5

75 74 5 77 76 5.3 76 76 5

75 75 5 81 81 2.8 74 74 1.2
77 7: 4.6 79 79 4.8 79 80 4

82 81 5.4 81 80 5.9 79 77 5.7
79 79 4.5 76 74 5.8 77 79 4.8
79 79 3 80 78 4.4 79 79 3

81 79 6.6 79 77 6.3 74 73 5

Succesa Rate: First Semester: Listed below are percentage of students passing a
given course. For example, if there are 25 students in a class
and 5 fail for the grading period, the success rate is 80%.

Jan. '87 Jan. '88

Mean 93 92
Median 97 94
SD 9 9.6

Failure Rate: Listed below are Lhe percentages of students who failed one or more
courses during the grading period.

Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen

Jan. '86 Jan. '87 Jan. '88*

19 24 31

28 30 41
28 38 33
24 36 25

-Fewer multiple failures; many more cases of only
one failure per student.
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APPENDIX B: CLASS PART:CIPATTON

C1aas Participation: Criteria for Evaluation

1. Student sake appropriate questions in discussion:

2. Student follows-up questions of other ctudentalteacher:

3. Student makes reference to material previeumly
studied in answering questions:

4. Student listens actively and attentively ac
exhibited by posture or writing notes:

5. Student asks clarifying questions en material
presented:

6. Student makes references to interdisciplinary
material when discussing topic:

7. Student submit::: written work on time:

8. Student revises work submitted in a draft
form:

9. Student seeks additional help as required:

10. Student offers assistance to other students
in need:

11. Student submita class assignments ahead of
schedule whenever possible:

12. Student aeoka out the teacher to review
assignments/tests when they have received a
failing grade:

13. Student show interest in aubject, over and
above what is roquired, by seeking additional
assignments/projects:

Students are encouraged to list other
critoria which they Judge to be valid in
evaluating their performance:

14.

15.



Appcndic C: Grading Pattern--;

GPA Rz.:CIVn IN Tug HONORS PROGRAM

GRADE 9 10 11 12

GI c BYc GI c rAyC GLS 1=0:c GLS BYS

I.IA 90.. 82 9,o. 98 88 o7 93. 89cm 4 5 a 7 9 o 4 7
N ,z6 ,ze ,zo 29

...p4.05
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Appendix D: Motivation Quiz
1:,. (,...:

1. Match the following: (Stipek, 1984)

"The teacher said I was a good speller"

"The teacher 'usually puts an A on my paper"

"I usually get 1005. on my spelling test"

"I usually get the highest score in the class"

a: normative feedback

b: social evaluation

c: symbolic evaluation

2. T,-..:e or false:

d. objective past performance
...

"Students who lack confidence in their ability credit
their success in luck or the task being easy".

"Students who lack confidence credit their failures
to lack of ability". (Hill, 1984)

3. Students who lack confidence in their ability show a pattern
of:

a. low performance
b. low achievement-motivation
c. high test-anxiety
d. all of the above (Hill, 1984)

4. Students with learned helplessness can be taught to persist at
school-like problem solving tasks by showing them that their failure
is due to lack of:

a. ability
b. effort
c. ability and effort
d. all of the above

5. True or false:

(Neck, 1975)

Test anxiety and success-failure attribution measures
correlate decreasingly with test performance across the
secondary years for boys and girls from all socieccnomic
backgrounds. (Hill, 1984)

6. Which of the following characteristics can help decrease motivationaleffects on test performance:

a. perceived time limits
b. difficulty of test content
c. instructions about the test
d. none of the above

19

(Hill, 1984)



7. True or false:

Page Two

Much of the available research evidence seems to support the
hypothesis that rewards that emphasize success or competency
on a task enhance intrinsic motivation.

(Harter, 1981: Brophy, 1981)

8. Extrinsic motivation can decrease intrinsic motivation in a
student by removing feelings of:

a. freedom
b. ownership

c. choice
d. none of the above (DeCharms, 1984)

9. Students perception of self competency can be decreased by:

a. intrinsic motivation c. positive reinforcement
b. uncritical use of reinforcement d, none of the above

10. True or false:

A rigidly structured classroom can inhibit student motivation
as much as an unstructured classroom. (DeCharms, 1984)

11. Which of the following activities can increase intrinsic motivation in
students:

a. goal setting
b. allowing students to select means to goal realization
c. encouraging personal responsibility
d. all of the above (DeCharms, 1984)

12. True or false:

Research indicates that administrators rather than teachers
are essential to increasing intrinsic motivation in the school.

(DeCharms, 1984)

13. What strategies can teachers use to increase intrinsic motivation in
their students:

a. believe that all students are capable of such increases
b. believe that they are able to assist students
c. review their class structure to examine its effects

14. Most administrators (under/over) supervise their teachers when it comes
to instructional improvements in the classroom.

(DeCharms, 1984)

15. True or false:

Teacher enthusiasm for subject matter can increase both
student achievement and interest.

(Morgan, 1984); Murray, 1983)
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Appendix B: Sample CEU Activities

Activity A: Workshop Reflections

Approximately five faculty workshops are schedule for the
academic year. These workshops will be formal presentations
by the Principal or an outside consultant. To receive CEU's
for this option at least four reflection papers must be
submitted.

Following these presentations, faculty members may prepare a
reflection paper (5 typewritten pages) in which the topics
presented are:

2) recognized as new and significant or as a
re-affirmation of previously gained knowledge;

b) suggestions discussed for the application of new
ideas for classroom use or departmental review;

c) statement of what the next step ought to be
for either the individual or the school community
in moving closed to the goals of the workshop.

Activity B: Academic Discussion Groups

Faculty groups composed of at least five persons and no
more that seven, and representing at least two departments
may meet to discuss and review critical educational/classroom
issues.

The issues may be of:
a) general concern tie., texts dealing with

educational reform such as A Nation At Risk, Horace's
Compromise, A Place Called School, etc.)

b) specific curricula/instructional issues fie.,
independent study models, writing across the curriculum
projects, use of media in the classroom, computer
applicatiens, etc.),

A group must meet at least five times with each session
lasting for at least one hour. Minutes must be kept and
submitted after each session. A summary report must be
submitted by the group before CEU'a will be awarded.
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